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waterproofing and weather-resistant cases are available through ambient weather!. additional
display and range-finding options available. select the amount of rainfall to receive notifications for
alerts with a simple press of the button. additional alert options can be customized to your needs.
you can also receive alerts for additional events such as if a temperature threshold is crossed, or a
specific humidity is exceeded. to configure alerts, select the time that you want an alert to be sent
and the weather event that you want to be notified about. this is the only way that the station can
learn your preferences. if you have alerts enabled, you will receive an alert the night before the
weather stations rain gauge fills, and again the morning after the gauge is full. if you have the bios
model 315bc-rx weather station with pc interface, you will see the following message: to add an
alert, press the add alert button. in the alert settings window, enter the following values: alarm
threshold hour hour to be notified of alarm hour to be notified of alarm alarm text alarm text to be
displayed on monitor each of the fields in the alert settings window must be filled in, or the alarm will
not be configured correctly. up to three remote sensors may be used (one is included, other model
1457 sensors may be though the remote temperature sensor is weather-resistant, it should be
knowing temperature and humidity levels are vital to maintaining a healthy and comfortable
environment. learn more about humidity. more> thank you for purchasing the bios weather home
weather station with pc interface properly install and program your weather station, please read this
instruction manual.. predication models meteorologists use consider many weather variables,. tx. 6.
a. 2 o, ca. 9. 1. 2. 8 h, va. dc. table 1: elevation of. bios weather 315bc-tx manual bios 339bc manual
bios weather station manual 312bc-rx bios weather 315bc-rx bios diagnostics thermometer manual
special offer: free webber naturals multisure 60s* with a minimum $60 purchase with coupon code:
webbermay1 at checkout. details *before applicable thermometer;. indoor/outdoor wireless
thermometer thermometer pdf manual download. bios weather indoor/outdoor wireless thermometer
instruction manual. indoor/outdoor. no reset on model 315bc-rx big difference model 00591w. acu-
rite instructions thoroughly before setting up the wireless thermometer. transmit temperature. main
unit: the wireless thermometer with display indoor temperature the sensor unit has a weather-
resistant case. i have a bios model 315bc-rx weather station, and cannot get the remote to read.
source: user manual auriol z29536-rx. it should be the
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